Clean Energy and Sustainability
Committee

Filed with Town Clerk:

Minutes of Public Meeting

DATE:

Monday, August 29, 2022

PLACE:

Town Offices

ADDRESS:

TIME:

7:00 PM

50 Billerica Road

ROOM:

200

MINUTES

Prepared by Sean McGuigan, Clerk

MEMBERS PRESENT: Badhri Uppiliappan (Chair, in person), David Drayton (Vice Chair, in person),
Sean McGuigan (Clerk, remote), Bern Kosicki (in person), Caeli Tegan (remote), Peter Spawn (remote),
Brendan Marshall (remote), David Sperry (remote).
MEMBERS ABSENT: Brittany Doherty
OTHERS PRESENT: Pat Wojtas, Chelmsford Select Board
Christopher Haley, Chelmsford Sustainability Manager
Public Input
None.
Mass Save Education Grant Proposal
Bern shared and reviewed a “Mass Save Community Education Grant Proposal for CEAS” presentation
(see Attachment #1). This grant addresses strategies the Town would likely already do but with added
emphasis on underserved communities or target populations (English-isolated, low/moderate-income
customers, landlords, other commercial building owners, Chelmsford students). It also provides funding
for heat pump promotion campaign.
Proposal is due on August 31. Town manager has comments to draft proposal that Bern will address.
Some potential issues of concern? Does Chelmsford have a sufficiently diverse community to make best
use of these funds? PACE program nationally has had problems with scammers impacting residences, but
MA program is focused on commercial, not residential.
Dave Sperry question – Is Chelmsford required to complete the entire scope of the proposal? Need to
verify with grantor but typically the grantor expects you to use the funds as committed.
Caeli says proposal looks good but does the proposal have translation services? All in Energy has nonnative speakers in their system to assist. We can maybe print brochures in other languages as well.
Peter states this is one public outreach step that the Committee needs to make and this doesn’t commit us
to anything additional.
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Sean asks for time commitment of CEAS committee members? All in Energy will do a lot of the work
but the Committee will need to oversee the overall project. Bern volunteers to take the lead but others will
likely need to assist.
Brendan asks if the program is open to doing outreach other than direct mailing. Grant appears to be open
to any types of outreach but the proposal is based on All In Energy’s experiences on how best this can be
implemented. Brendan states that Constellation Energy has a E2 Energy to Educate Program that may have
a grant with a deadline of end of September 2022. Perhaps this Committee would want to apply for that
grant as well?
David Drayton questions if this grant is really for Chelmsford since there is only a very small section of
the Town that is classified as environmental justice. Would our outreach need to be limited to just
environmental justice portions of Town? Low-income persons may not pay into the Mass Save program
so they might not be eligible for Mass Save auditing programs. National Grid may have limited incentives
for lower income families – Community Action Program and Low-Income Energy Affordability Network.
Bern could tune the proposal to make it clear to MassSave that we have a limited environmental justice
program. A reduced mailing campaign would result in a decrease in the grant ask from $49,105 to
$28,672. Caeli mentions that it is up to the Grantor to decide if Chelmsford is suitable to win the grant
even with its relatively small EJ community. Peter concurs and supports the reduced grant ask.
Badhri requests removal of first sentence of Page 4 of the proposal. He asks if we have data from 2020
census on specific percentages of low/moderate income and English-isolated populations in Chelmsford –
if so, we should add. Is there anyone else out there like All in Energy? Bern is not aware of a similar
organization. Should we be concerned that we are sole sourcing with AIE? Should we put their name in
the proposal? Sean and Peter state that it would be a benefit to our grant submission to go in with a partner
that has experience with Mass Save and working with the target communities. Do we have an ability to
make AEI work with all vendors? Bern states that AEI would prefer to work with one vendor but if we
asked, AEI would likely work with multiple vendors if the vendors would agree to work with each other.
If we do not win grant, could we prepare a Memorandum of Understanding directly with AEI? Bern states
yes, we could. We could move forward working with AEI or other company. Dave Sperry will contact
Assessor’s office to determine the number of landlords in Town as he may not have an accurate count.
Project Goal 4 will not happen until Project Goal 3 happens so change language on Goal #3.
Call for a Vote to Submit MassSave Education Grant Proposal
• Dave Sperry – yes
• Peter Spawn – yes
• Sean McGuigan – yes
• Caeli Teagan – yes
• Dave Drayton – yes
• Bern Kosick – yes
• Badhri – abstain
Next steps will be to apply and then see if we are awarded grant.
Meeting was adjourned.
Attachment #1 – Mass Save Community Education Grant Proposal for CEAS presentation
Attachment #2 – Mass Save Education Grant Proposal V6
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Chelmsford Efficient Energy

A Proposal to
Mass Save Community Education Grant Program

By

Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee

Point of contact
Bernard Kosicki
kosicki@verizon.net
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Chelmsford Efficient Energy
Program Goals
1. Implement direct mail campaign -proven effective but not usually used in Mass Save
campaigns- to connect with Low -and Moderate- Income customers and English Isolated
Resident populations in Chelmsford as part of an overall Chelmsford Mass Save marketing
program.
2. Establish pathway for English- Isolated resident populations to learn about and register for
Mass Save energy audits. An advertised phone number will be established and manned by our
partner All In Energy, which has staff who can converse in several non-English languages.
3. Chelmsford opts into Massachusetts PACE program and advertises benefits to Landlords and
other commercial building owners. The Massachusetts Property Assisted Clean Energy (PACE)
program offers an effective way for commercial residential and other businesses to secure long
term funding for clean energy projects through a betterment tax and lien on their property and
so increases adoption of clean energy improvements.
4. Promote benefits and process for securing PACE financing to Landlords and commercial
building owners. Using direct mail techniques and public forums.
5. Connect with administrators and teachers in the Chelmsford Public School system to make
them aware of the current energy transition underway and in particular the proposed
Chelmsford Mass Save energy efficiency and heat pump campaigns.
6. Connect with Chelmsford Public School Students on broad energy issues including the need for
energy efficiency in our homes.
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Chelmsford Efficient Energy
Program and Marketing Campaign Description
Mass Save energy efficiency programs have been ranked as the most effective in the nation for
improving home energy efficiency. This effectiveness is due to a combination of both the incentives
offered to building owners to offset improvement costs, and the outreach activities to make people
aware of these benefits. The Mass Save Community Education Grant program seeks to enhance the
process of raising awareness of the program, especially among selected populations which have not
been represented as highly as other groups. These populations are the following (Mass Save Community
Education Grant Webinar August 4, 2022, slide 10):
●
●
●
●
●
●

Renters
Landlords
English Isolated residents
K-12 students
Low - Moderate-Income customers
Environmental Justice Communities residences

The Grant program seeks proposals which ideally address three of these communities.
The Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee (CEAS) was formed to address a Town
Meeting resolution which has the goal that the Town reach net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050,
Identical to the Massachusetts state goal. The Committee has determined that building emissions
account for almost 60% of all Chelmsford’s emissions. (Clean Energy and Sustainability Climate Action
Plan Draft). CEAS is currently drafting a set of strategies and actions to reduce its emissions. Three of
these draft recommendations align very well with Mass Save goals;
•
•
•

implement a program to increase the number of residents and businesses taking part in Mass
Save energy efficiency program
implement a program to educate and promote heat pump solutions to residents
action for the town to opt into the Massachusetts Property Assisted Clean Energy program.

Inspired by the Community Education Grant program the Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability
Committee (CEAS) makes this proposal to expand these three baseline efforts to increase outreach to
four of the populations listed above. In the next three sections we will describe which populations this
expanded effort will address, what the details of these efforts will be including schedules and
responsible agents, expected improvement metrics, and what these efforts will cost. These efforts
represent expansion of our baseline mission to reach out to all Chelmsford residents and businesses.
The target populations of this proposal are:
•
•
•

Low -and Moderate- Income customers and English Isolated Residents
Landlords
Students in the Chelmsford public schools

Efforts to address each of these populations are detailed in the next three sections.
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1. English Isolated residents and Low- and Moderate- Income customers
In past energy efficiency programs in Chelmsford involvement of traditionally underserved communities
was not strong.
For this proposal, the experience of the non-profit organization All In Energy (AIE) will be utilized in
order to effectively reach out to these two underserved communities. All In Energy’s mission since its
founding is to accelerate an inclusive clean energy economy by bringing energy efficiency and renewable
energy to underserved communities, while building trust by increasing job opportunities for talent in
these communities within the clean energy industry.
AIE reaches out to bring energy efficiency and renewable energy to underserved communities, helping
families save energy and money and connect to renewable energy. AIE has the ability to communicate
with some non-English speaking populations, and so brings awareness to people who may not otherwise
know about the Mass Save programs. All In Energy also creates pathways into the clean energy industry
for diverse staff and interns. These efforts demonstrate that AIE is truly invested in underserved
communities and improves trust and communication with these groups.
AIE has conducted energy efficiency campaigns with multiple cities and towns since its founding and has
found that the most effective marketing actions are co-branded outreach via direct mailing, or in person
outreach through door-to-door canvassing or tabling and other direct contact events. This program will
use all three of these methods.
AIE will conduct multiple direct mailings which will be funded by this grant. These direct mailings to
home and business owners will be made twice a year for the three -year effort for this population group.
These mailings represent an important and proven-effective enhancement of a normal Mass Save
campaign conducted by AIE.
To address the door-to-door marketing strategy Mass Save home performance contractors will be
selected by AIE to partner in this program based partly on their willingness to undertake energetic doorto-door marketing campaigns. AIE will coordinate the activities of these contractors and gather data on
home audits requested and completed.
Another partner in this proposal is the Chelmsford Climate Action Team (CCAT), which is a local
Chelmsford civic organization whose purpose is education of residents to the issues surrounding climate
change and the steps that residents may take to mitigate its effects. One of the principal actions of this
group is participation in local fairs and events which is a proven strategy to engage residents. CCAT will
produce materials for and conduct tabling activities in support of the Mass Save education program.
CCAT has extensive experience in direct contact events including tabling, producing in person
educational events and public meetings and has a close relationship with the Chelmsford library which
has been effective in reaching interested participants with their own advertising.
Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will conduct two public surveys to test public
awareness and attitudes of the general campaigns on home energy efficiency and heat pump adoption.
The messaging of activities conducted are proposed to feature the benefits that participating in Mass
Save programs have for residents, including access to free home energy audits and suggestions of
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improvements to various energy efficiency improvements. Additional messaging will emphasize that the
costs of these improvements are highly subsidized through the Mass Save program.
Messaging will also include access to heat pump information to owners-residents. Mass Save offers
recently increased subsidies to owners electing to install this equipment either for home heating or for
heating hot water. A barrier is that most residents are unfamiliar with this so-far little- used technology.
This program will also offer “heat coach” services which will go beyond standard messaging as a next
level of engagement with individuals who might seek to adopt this technology.
The Mass Save home performance contractors will carry all their activities including their marketing
efforts and conducting home audits at no cost to this program. These activities will be funded by Mass
Save through its previously arranged payments to Mass Save home performance contractors.
AIE will also conduct a variety of marketing efforts also funded by arrangements with the home
performance contractors and at no cost to this program. These activities include selecting and
coordinating with Mass Save contractors to conduct their normal marketing and home audits, tracking
home audit metrics, as well as. providing a phone number and branded website for interested
households and businesses to learn about and schedule Mass Save home energy assessments; design of
promotional materials; providing monthly reports on the progress of residents that call into the call
center or sign up online for Mass Save audits; provide, with residents’ permission, their contact info to
the Town along with any energy efficiency information collected. All these efforts will be furnished at
no cost to this program.
The measures of success for this program element will include; Number of audits signed for and
completed; results of Pubic surveys; Number of residents who consult with Abode Energy Management
about heat pump feasibility for their homes; Number of people who volunteer to act as heat coach for
Chelmsford residents; Number of tabling participants who sign up for CCAT email announcement list

2. Landlords.
This group has historically been less motivated to make clean energy improvements in buildings they
own because the lengthy payback periods have not been consistent with normal cash flows.
To create an improved financing climate for commercial building owners in Chelmsford, our Clean
Energy and Sustainability committee (CEAS) will put before the Town Meeting an article that the Town
will opt-into the Massachusetts Property Assisted Clean Energy program (PACE). This program allows
owners of commercial, industrial, and multifamily (5 or more units) properties to make energy
improvements to existing facilities and finance the improvements over a long term (up to 20 years). The
loan is repaid via a municipal betterment assessment on the property and attached to the property so
the benefits and payments flow to subsequent purchasers.
This program is available to be adopted by any Massachusetts city or town, but a town must choose to
opt-in to the program by action at Town meeting or vote of Select Board or Town Council. This relatively
new program has already been adopted by over 50 cities and towns in the Commonwealth. Adoption of
this program is advantageous to the town, especially since there is no financial or administrative cost to
the town to do so, and significant benefits accrue for commercial building owners who operate in our
5
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town. Administrative review and acceptance of any particular PACE application by a resident business (in
this case an apartment building owner) are handled by the Massachusetts (MassDevelopment and
Department of Energy Resources) without requiring town involvement. After the application and
agreement has been completed between the owner and these organizations, the Town then places the
necessary restrictions on the property and the owner in effect pays for the building improvement
through the Town betterment tax.
Chelmsford has not opted-in to the PACE program yet. At the start of this program, CEAS will
immediately start working to bring before Town Meeting an article that the Town opt in to the
Massachusetts PACE program. There is no expense to the proposed program for this effort to adopt
PACE.
After the Town has opted into PACE, CEAS will make commercial building owners aware of this program
and to promote its use. The proposed program will support a mailing once a year for three years to
landlords and owners of all commercial buildings larger than 10,000 square feet of floor area notifying
them of the existence of the program, its benefits and how to apply. Public notices of the program will
also be placed together with the announcement of two public forums that we will conduct to inform this
group. All of these communications will also include a summary of Mass Save benefits and incentives for
particular commercial building improvements. We plan to complete the first cycle of this awareness and
information project within nine months after the Town adopts PACE.
There are several metrics CEAS will use to gauge success of this engagement of landlords and other
business building owners. The adoption of PACE by Chelmsford is the first milestone. We anticipate
that PACE will be approved by Chelmsford within 1.5 years of program start. A second metric is the
engagement of the business community. Mass mailings to business building owners and one of two
planned forums will be complete within 6 months of adoption of PACE. The third metric will be the
number of applications submitted to PACE for significant clean energy improvements. Our goal is for at
least 5 applications per year after our education program is completed.
3. Students in Chelmsford public schools.
Engagement of the 5000-student Chelmsford public school population is important because the subject
of de-carbonization of society and energy efficiency and transition are not yet covered adequately in the
current approved curriculums. Yet these issues will strongly affect young people who will be future
leaders and will have to grapple with problems that fall out as a result of society’s current behaviors, so
it is important to start engaging students in this conversation. Another important reason to engage
students is that the student population represents a significant percentage of all households in
Chelmsford, so messages received by this group are spread widely to town households.
This proposal will follow several pathways to engage students. In the past, AIE has created flyers for
schools to send home in the children’s backpacks. CEAS plans to use this approach also and will start by
engaging school administrators and teachers to show that flyers promoting the energy efficiency and
heat pump awareness programs mentioned in Section 1 qualify to be included in a backpack handout
because these programs are not commercial offerings, are endorsed by the town, and it is in the best
interest of student families to learn about and take advantage of these free benefits. AIE will create the
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flyers for a Backpack Flier Campaign, so the children can bring home the flier on Mass Save, Energy
Efficiency, and/or Heat Pumps to their parents and households.
CEAS has already had preliminary discussions with administrators in the Chelmsford school system
about the importance of discussion in the classroom of climate change and related issues. In future
discussions, CEAS will propose a backpack handout energy efficiency education campaign.
CEAS will also propose to engage with individual classrooms by offering educational presentations to
interested teachers that can be complementary to their main course of study. This type of engagement
has been proven to be very effective when used with other subject matter of interest to student
classrooms. These engagements will have a broader scope than the Mass Save program being offered
to the town, but the proposed program will be included in the broader message.
In another pathway to engage students Chelmsford Climate Action team (CCAT) will look for
opportunities to engage with school fairs and inviting students to participate in other town tabling
events.
In the past before COVID restrictions CCAT has produced a Chelmsford Telemedia TV program that
featured a panel of high school students discussing climate change and what it meant to them. The
students enjoyed and were enthusiastic in their participation in this event. Building on this success we
will offer this type of engagement for students in the proposed Mass Save program.
Another pathway to student engagement is friendly and fun competition among students, which can be
a strong motivator for young people. CEAS and CCAT, in cooperation with interested teachers, will
produce competitions for best essay, best art, and best performance art. These competitions will be
incentivized, with inexpensive fun prizes- for example, passes to a local ice cream stand- to give a
tangible focus to these art competitions.
Measures of success for this program element include: Number of effective contacts made at
Chelmsford schools; Number of students who participate in CCAT tabling events; Number of students
participating in energy Art, Essay or Performance Art contest.
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Program and Marketing Campaign Tasks and Costs
Program and marketing tasks and costs proposed for education efforts aimed at English Isolated
residents and Low- and Moderate- Income customers:
1. All In Energy will
a. Recruit and coordinate Mass Save home performance contractors who will conduct
their own marketing and also conduct home energy audits for the Town energy
efficiency campaign.
.
No cost
b. Direct mail 10,000 letters two times a year to promote the MassSave program and
energy efficiency ($4,700 per mailing x three years)
$28,200
c. CEAS will design and conduct two public surveys to test public awareness
No Cost
d. AIM will track and report home audit metrics: provide a phone number and branded
website; design promotional materials; provide monthly reports on call center traffic
and online Mass Save audit signups.
No cost
2. Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will
a. Arrange for Heat Coach consulting using Abode EM, Concord MA. 50 units. $7500
b. Heat Coach training of three volunteers to act as Heat Coach
$2400
c. Promote to residents that heat pump consulting service is available and recruit
volunteers for heat coach training.
No cost
3. Chelmsford Climate Action Team will conduct tabling direct contact events
a. Table registration fees for 6 events
$200
b. Tabling materials
$200
c. Printing handouts and posters 6 events
$600

Program and marketing tasks and costs proposed for efforts to increase energy and clean energy use
by Landlords and other commercial building owners.
4. Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will
a. Manage Town adoption of PACE program
No Cost
b. Conduct two Forums for Businesses to educate about PACE program
No cost
c. Track applications for PACE financing from businesses
No cost
5. All In Energy will
a. Send 1,000 letters to businesses to promote the MassSave program for businesses
i. $470 per mailing x Three years =
$1410
b. Print flyers for three town recycle mailings and public events
$1320

Program and marketing tasks aimed at engagement and education of Chelmsford Public School
students K-12 in the ongoing energy transition and in particular the proposed Mass Save energy
efficiency and heat pump program.
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6. Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will engage with school administration
and teachers to build trust and implement Mass Save backpack handouts.
7. All In Energy will Print 5000 flyers for Backpack and tabling
$2175
8. Chelmsford Climate Action Team will invite student participation in three tabling events with
student-produced Posters and Handouts. Printing cost.
$300
9. Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will produce and execute student
competition for energy=themed Art, Essay and Performance Art
a. 100 prizes for winners of art, essay and performance art competition
$800
10. Town of Chelmsford Fiscal Administration and Disbursement
$4000
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Marketing Campaign Timeline

TASK

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

English Isolated residents and Low- and Moderate- Income customers
1a
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
1b
x
x
x
x
x
1c
x
x
1d
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
3c

x
x
x

X
10

X
10

x

x

X
10
x
x

X
10

x

x

x

x

Landlords and other commercial building owners
4a
x
4b
x
x
4c
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

Students in Chelmsford Public Schools
6
x
x
x
x
x
7

x

x

x

x

5a
5b

x

X
10

x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

8

x

9 prizes

X
50

x

x
X
50
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Program Partners

Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee is the lead organization for this program. This
group will oversee the overall program and will take the lead in advocating for the town to opt-in to the
Massachusetts PACE program and to advertise its benefits to businesses after passage. It is a
Chelmsford town committee and the town will act as the responsible fiscal agent to receive and disburse
grant funds.
All In Energy is a partner non- profit organization that was organized to bring energy efficiency benefits
to underserved populations. This group has staff who can communicate in certain non-English
languages. All In Energy will coordinate the standard and enhanced program efforts by recruiting and
coordinating Mass Save home performance contractors who will perform audits and door to door
marketing campaigns for the program, and will track the success of the program by monitoring the
number of home energy audits requested and completed, including whether these happen in
environmental justice communities.
Chelmsford Climate Action Team is Chelmsford civic organization founded and operated to educate the
residents and businesses in town on the challenges and opportunities that exist in addressing climate
change. This group has a solid record of accomplishments since its founding and now specializes in
direct contact public events and will carry out tabling activities in support of the overall program goals.
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Measures of Success.
The general metrics we will use to gauge the success of this program include the following:
•
•
•

Number of people participating or units used for various tasks.
Resident awareness and attitudes of the program from surveys.
Schedule variance.

Task 1d. Number of audits signed for and completed. AIE will track the number of audits requested
and completed during this program, and also note those conducted in the Chelmsford Environmental
Justice neighborhoods. If this program has access to historical Mass Save audit -data we will compare
these to pre-program results. All In Energy will also note the improvement in audit rate before and after
mass mailings to assess the efficacy of this approach. In order to track this metric AIE will need access to
current and historical audit data from Mass Save.
Task 1c. Pubic survey results. Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will conduct two
public surveys to test public awareness and attitudes of the general campaigns on home energy
efficiency and heat pump adoption.
Task 2a. Number of Heat pump residents who consult with Abode Energy Management. CEAS will
track the number of consulting units used by residents who are very interested in and investigating
whether heat pumps are right for their situation and adjust advertising (2c) accordingly.
Task 2c. Number of volunteers to act as heat coach for Chelmsford residents. CEAS will advertise for
and track the number of volunteer candidates to be trained for the role of Heat Coach and will adjust
advertising accordingly.
Task 3c. Number of tabling participants who sign up for CCAT email announcement list. Chelmsford
Climate Action team will compile a list of people who sign up to receive announcements from their six
tabling events.
Task 4b. Attendance at Public forums to raise awareness of PACE. CEAS will use attendance of these
forums as a metric to judge effectiveness of mail marketing campaigns to landlords and business
building owners and adjust accordingly.
Task 4c. Number of applications for PACE financing. CEAS will track number of applications for PACE
financing as a metric of success of marketing efforts to raise awareness of and increase participation.
Task 6. Number of effective contacts made at Chelmsford schools. CEAS will maintain a list of
teachers and administrators who are enthusiastic about incorporating clean energy messaging in their
classrooms.
Task 8. Number of students who participate in CCAT tabling events. Chelmsford Climate Actin Team
will compile a list of involved students.
Task 9. Number of students participating in energy Art, Essay or Performance Art contest. CEAS will
track student participation in the two scheduled student contests and use results from the first contest
to improve participation in the second.
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All tasks. Chelmsford Clean Energy and Sustainability Committee will track variance of scheduled
against executed tasks according to the Marketing Campaign Timeline.
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Chelmsford Efficient Energy
Program Budget

The total cost of this program over three years is $49,105

The budget expenditures by program- year quarter are as follows.

Program
Year 1
5033

Program
Year 2
2741

5133

2466

7003

Program
Year 3
4906

6533

2936

5473

466

5503

906

Other Mass Save Support to this program

As explained in Section 1, English Isolated residents and Low- and Moderate- Income customers,
The Mass Save home performance contractors will carry all their activities including their marketing
efforts and conducting home audits at no cost to this program. These activities will be funded by Mass
Save through its previously arranged payments to Mass Save home performance contractors.
AIE will also conduct a variety of marketing efforts also funded by arrangements with the home
performance contractors and at no cost to this program. These activities include selecting and
coordinating with Mass Save contractors to conduct their normal marketing and home audits, tracking
home audit metrics, as well as. providing a phone number and branded website for interested
households and businesses to learn about and schedule Mass Save home energy assessments; design of
promotional materials; providing monthly reports on the progress of residents that call into the call
center or sign up online for Mass Save audits; provide, with residents’ permission, their contact info to
the Town along with any energy efficiency information collected. All these efforts will be furnished at
no cost to this program.
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Memo of Agreement (still required by Mass Save)
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Mass Save Community Education
Grant Proposal
Bern Kosicki
Aug 29 2022

1

Mass Save Community Education Grants
• The Mass Save Energy Efficiency Education Grant serves to increase
access and promotion to energy efficiency education.
• The Mass Save Energy Efficiency Education Grant focuses on creating
a heightened awareness around energy efficiency literacy and
program engagement initiatives …
• Confirmed that Heat Pump Education is also supported

• Target populations -- Renters, Landlords, English Isolated residents, K12 students and Low - Moderate-Income customers and or
Environmental Justice Communities residences
• Maximum Grant evaluation points if proposal addresses Three Populations.

2

1

9/25/2022

Building Strategies in Climate Action Plan
• Implement a community-wide energy efficiency outreach program to improve residential and
commercial building energy efficiency.
• Implement a community-wide outreach and education program to encourage residential and
commercial heat pump adoption.
• Adopt the Massachusetts Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program to help commercial
and industrial property owners in Massachusetts finance energy improvement.

3

Building Strategies in Climate Action Plan
• Implement a community-wide energy efficiency outreach program to improve residential and
commercial building energy efficiency.
• Implement a community-wide outreach and education program to encourage residential and
commercial heat pump adoption.
• Adopt the Massachusetts Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program to help commercial
and industrial property owners in Massachusetts finance energy improvement.
• These three strategies currently in the Draft Climate Action Building Section
• Approval of proposal to go forward implies that these are approved by committee also.
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9/25/2022

CEAS Proposal
• Addresses building strategies that we would do anyway, but with additional
emphasis on underserved communities
• Adds: proven mass mailing and direct personal contact methods
• All In Energy and Chelmsford Climate Action Team partners

• Provides for needed funding for Heat Pump promotion campaign

• Residents feel very unsure about this technology
• Consulting services for residents at Abode Energy Management in Concord
• Training for Chelmsford volunteer heat coaches

• Addresses CEAS concerns with engaging with a single Mass Save for-profit
contractor
• Primary interface with All In Energy organization

• Non profit with expertise in marketing energy efficiency to underserved populations
• Engages Mass Save contractors to carry out other marketing and audits
• Town branding of the all the participants
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Target Proposal Populations
• English Isolated residents and Low- and Moderate- Income customers
• All In Energy has specialized in reaching out to these groups
• Enhanced marketing by AIE and Mass Save contractors

• Landlords (and other commercial building owners)

• Typically reluctant to undertake clean energy improvements.
• Property Assisted Clean Energy program assists with financing
• This proposal would fund education of commercial business owners about PACE

• Students in Chelmsford public schools
•
•
•
•

Very important to include student education and involvement
Work closely with school administration and teachers
Climate change/ energy transition not part of curriculum
Proposal supports

• Information back-pack campaign- --energy efficiency and heat pump education
• Competitions (art, essay, performance art etc) and inexpensive prizes
• Opportunities for students to be involved in CCAT and CEAS activities
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Next Steps
• Proposal due Aug 31
• Final draft sent to CEAS members for review tonight
• Town Manager office
• Has comments
• TM approval from CEAS needed before signing proposal
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Issues of concern
• Low-Med Income and English Isolated Section 1
• Chelmsford diversity an issue
• Is emphasis right?

• PACE program section 2

• Bad reputation when applied to residences

• Climate Action Building Strategies in proposal
• Need approval
• Mass Save engagement model

• Proposals from CEAS

• Timing short/bad for this first proposal
• Pathfinder for future proposals
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Finally…
• Don’t vote to approve until you feel comfortable
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Discussions on Mass Save program May 3
How do we convince people to conduct audits? Perhaps getting school/scout groups to promote will encourage people to
join up. Obtain principal’s email list to target families.
o How are funds raised to be used? Fund future environmental projects, support an eco club at high school, purchase an
electric car charging station.
o How do we encourage renters to engage landlords to conduct audits/insulation projects?
How do we determine which properties are being rented – Dave Sperry will talk to Assessor’s office.
o Selection criteria – Bern provided some thoughts but we should think further about it. Does a local office for the contractor
matter?
o Submit a RFI and then use a MOU with the selected firm(s). Make sure there’s no company proprietary information in the
RFIs.
o Make this an on-going process instead of a year-long program?
o Discussion about whether signing up homes for audits is truly community service? This is occurring in other towns. Groups
would have to sign the MOU to participate and receive incentives for audit recommendations. Prepare to discuss that
vendors will be making money via their insulation projects but there is a greater good to the Town by conducting energy
conservation projects.
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Discussions on Mass Save May 17
• Update on MassSave Partnership Discussion
• Chris stated that an RFP would be required for the MassSave/Town partnership and questioned why the Town would want to
proceed with just one vendor. Bern stated that if we select one vendor, we have influence over their campaign, how they advertise,
to minimize multiple vendors from contacting people in the Town. Chris stated that with one vendor, you are limiting yourself and
the vendor might not have enough capacity to service the Town. Bern stated that a Memorandum of Understanding would be done
that could be cancelled for poor performance. Chris suggests that we should research if other towns have done similar projects.
Badhri stated that the Town of Beverly issued a RFP and we have that document. Dave Sperry suggests that Chelmsford had a bad
experience with Next Step Living who had some sort of partnership with the Town. Badhri suggests that when a similar project was
done in 2016, no RFI was issued but a MOU was done. Caeli suggested reaching out to someone from Beverly to see how their
project went. Chris stated that he would put additional thoughts to writing and would try to find these older documents. Chris spoke
to several people at Town Hall and DPW who stated that a RFI is not appropriate and RFP would be the right mechanism. Bern
stated that he would research what other towns like Westford have done.
• There was continued discussion about whether this mechanism constitutes a “preferred vendor” to the Town. Chris asked if we’ve
explored other options to getting audits done by all residents/businesses. MassSave’s program seems to be the least expensive way
for residents to get audits done. David Drayton stated that getting bids from multiple vendors would provide us with some ideas on
how the program should be shaped and that we can vet the companies to make sure their outreach is appropriate. Chris cautioned
that we can’t fully vet the companies. Continued discussion on the pros and cons of one vendor or multiple vendors occurred. How
do we decide how multiple vendors split up the audits in the Town? Discussion about fundraising. Chris believes the Town should
not be involved in fundraising and suggests the Committee could be the boots on the ground to promote town audits. Badhri pointed
out it may be difficult to engage town committees/schools directly. Chris will reach out to Darlene Lussier, the town accountant, to
see if there is available unspent grant money. Continued discussion about multiple vendors reaching out to residents. Sean suggested
we take a step back and consider other options and listen to other stakeholders. Dave Sperry made a motion to table discussion until
a later meeting. David Drayton seconded the motion and all voting in favor except Bern who abstained.
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Grant Overview
Purpose - The Mass Save Energy
Efficiency Education Grant serves to
increase access and promotion to
energy efficiency education.
Goals- The Mass Save Energy Efficiency
Education Grant focuses on creating a
heightened awareness
around energy efficiency literacy and
program engagement initiatives in the
areas of Education, Marketing
Campaigns, Outreach, Engagement
Initiatives.
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• Applicant Tiers- Target

Tier 1:

Tier 2:

Tier 3:

Services three
priority targets

Services two priority
targets

Services only one
priority target

Target populations
• Renters, Landlords, English Isolated residents, K-12
students and Low - Moderate-Income customers and
or Environmental Justice Communities residences
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